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I assume that you want to code professionally; i.e. as your main profession. If you’re a hobbyist, all of the advice here applies to
you too, but how much you want to heed it really depends on how seriously you take your project and how much time you can
invest.
(Also, NSNoFoodError!)

Trism
USD$250,000 in two months

Delicious Library
USD$250,000 in one month

RapidWeaver
:)

Three leading applications. (Trism is for iPhone). I’ll be mum about RapidWeaver sales (and, truth be told, I don’t know what
they are anyway), but it’s enough to keep six of us employed at the moment. You can do the maths.

This talk is not about turning you into this guy. You are a coder, not a businessperson. (You may be both, but deep down I’m
guessing you still consider yourself an engineer.)

You

You are this guy: an essential part of a bigger team. The goal here is to teach you to think about how you can support your
workmates better and understand their workflows, so that your combined output with someone else is 220% rather than 150%.

Context
I’ll be spinning tales from my experience with cineSync and RapidWeaver.

The first goal: sustained growth. More specifically, sustained growth of your code, and things you can do to make your life
easier as a developer when working with non-developers on your team.

The good news is that “best practices” will get you a very, very long way to making good code. Good code is simply good
communication to whoever’s reading the code. Good practices extends this communication from you to the rest of the team,
instead of from the code to you.

git
svn

Revision control systems are absolutely essential. If you are not using one, I have no sympathy for you. But there’s a ton of
them out there: centralised ones such as Subversion, CVS, Perforce, and a plethora of decentralised ones such as darcs, git,
Bazaar, and Mercurial. Which one do you use?

i can haz
RCS
pls

Answer is: just pick one and run with it. I personally recommend Subversion since it has the best tool support out there, and if
you’re working with non-developers, it has a wide range of excellent clients available across many platforms, and even has
distributed clients available for the geeks out there (such as git-svn). It’s relatively weak with merging (even compared to
Perforce), but it’s adequate for most users. Something is infinitely better than nothing.

Nightly Builds
Do nightly builds. Apart from making sure that your trunk always compiles with no errors and that it actually works, your
workmates can simply download the nightly build so that they’re working off the same version that you’re working on.
Ultimately, you want to set up builds so that you can run a build script to automatically check out and build a proper release,
rather than you building it on your home machine. This guarantees consistency and that you have things such as debug
symbols available for each release.
Make sure that you have one branch (usually the trunk in Subversion) that can be made available for release immediately. If you
discover a mission-critical bug at 4pm today, you want to be able to move quickly. You do not want to fix up 10 compile errors
when you need to do a release.

Trac
Get a bugtracker. I recommend Trac: it’s a little painful to set up, but it’s free, and its Subversion integration with the timeline
and source code browser makes your progress easier to track for non-developers.
Plus, you get a Wiki for free. Put all your developer-related notes and documentation on your Wiki. Your mission is to get your
co-workers to say “hey, how does x work… oh hey, I’ll just go check the Wiki”.

Burndown Charts

Do time estimates. Many bug trackers will have a field for a ticket where you can keep track of the estimated number of hours
for a task, and the actual number of hours spent on it. There’s a burndown plugin available for Trac to help you with this.
FogBugz does evidence-based estimation to give you an estimated ship date based on your progress.
Your product manager can look at this chart and decide to change plans for your next milestone depending on how things are
going.

Just Three Variables
There are only three variables you can adjust when deciding on a release: time, features, and quality. Fix one or two of those
variables, and you need to change the other. Want to release tomorrow with a product that’s stable? You need to pull features.
Need to release soon with this one really essential feature? Your quality will suffer.
Your product manager, not you, is responsible for deciding how important these three variables are. Your bug tracker and
burndown charts give them essential information on tracking your progress.

TPS Reports: Do Not Want
Revision control, source code browsing and timelines, and nightly builds are all a way to keep the communication channels open
with your “product manager” (which may or may not be you), who is ultimately in charge of the product. They don’t have to
check with you to see what the status of your code is; they can see it for themselves. This makes them happy because they
know what’s going on, and this makes you happy because you do not have to fill out TPS reports.

Mac OS X comes with a huge number of very useful technologies: Core Image, Core Animation, Core Data, QuickTime. While
they certainly can make coding easier, do they make sense from a business point of view?

We’ve traditionally been taught that code re-use is extremely important, and to build complex systems out of smaller
understandable components. Why re-invent the wheel if a library out there (perhaps an open-source one) does the job for us?

“If it's a core business
function—do it yourself, no
matter what.”
— Joel Spolsky

I like this quote from Joel Spolsky. If something’s part of the core functionality of your application, you want to have full control
over it. Maybe you don’t have to write it all yourself, but you probably really, really want at least the right to make full
modifications to the source code without being beholden to someone else. I personally do not use Core Data for this reason (I
consider the data model to be completely fundamental to your application.)
For cineSync, there were no decent BSD-licensed C++ Jabber/XMPP libraries around when we wrote it (and there probably still
aren’t). We could’ve used an existing BSD-licensed C library, but really wanted the extra abstractions that C++ gave us because
it fit in with the rest of our code base, so we wrote it ourselves. For RapidWeaver, exporting rich text to HTML is one of its core
abilities, so we wrote that ourselves instead of relying on AppKit’s rich text to HTML conversion.

Test Complex Systems
You do not want customers yelling at you because of regressions (breaking things that used to work OK). Testing is the best way
I know of to ensure regressions don’t happen: do unit testing, and make it automated otherwise you’ll never run it. Make it part
of your nightly build scripts.
As a side benefit, testable code is generally well-designed code. Making code testable is much harder than you think, and is a
good indicator that you’re following MVC principles. Martin Fowler goes so far as to define legacy code as “code without tests”,
and his entire mission in modernising legacy code is to make it testable and to create a test suite, so that you can make
sweeping changes with confidence.

Cross-Platform
Consider making your code cross-platform: have versions available for Mac, Windows and Linux. This is a no-brainer from the
business perspective: the Mac market may be 20–30 million users, but the Windows market is stupidly larger than that, which
means extra revenue. (The shareware conversion rate with Windows may or may not be lower, but the sheer volume of users
makes up for that.) As with testing, a side bonus is that cross-platform code forces you to design your code better, and have
proper abstractions and hooks in place for the various platforms you’re targeting. Depending on what your product is, targeting
Linux users may also make a lot of sense.

Also Cross-Platform
If you’re not going to be cross-platform for the Mac, Linux and Windows, definitely consider going cross-platform for the Mac
and iPhone. You probably want to do this for fun anyway, and could possibly have a very nice revenue stream out of it. The
Omni Group makes a lot money from OmniFocus for iPhone as well as the Mac version.
And, once again, you reap the benefits of the better design that this will bring you: you can guarantee that your model code
doesn’t have any View/Controller code in there since it should only be using the Foundation framework, rather than Foundation
& AppKit or Foundation & UIKit.

For more information on general business practices, check out the MacSB mailing list <http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/
macsb/>, which has been around for several years, is reasonably low-traffic, and often has interesting threads.

You will eventually have to deal with support. With every feature you add and every bug you fix, think about the support load
that it’ll cost you. We have omitted some very cool features from RapidWeaver specifically because we knew it would be a
support nightmare.

Everybody hates licensing (except maybe lawyers). Users hate it because it gets in their way, and developers hate it because it
encumbers their product and they have to write all this extra code to deal with it. Don’t spend more than a day or two on this
crap. Keep the registration scheme simple, because otherwise you’ll have users emailing you by the truckload with the most
inane licensing questions when your beautiful complexity fails to work for some very obscure reason. Have automated ways of
retrieving lost license keys or you will be wasting time that could be spent coding instead.

There are a few free licensing frameworks out there; check out AquaticPrime <http://aquaticmac.com/> if you’re looking for
something. I haven’t used it personally, but a few other folks have, and I haven’t heard too many complaints about it.

There are a ton of online merchants/commerce providers out there: eSellerate, Kagi, Paypal, Potion Factory Store, etc. I’d
recommend eSellerate when you start: the ~15% cut sounds like a lot, but you get a reasonable amount of goodies in return for
that, e.g. a licensing scheme, and a library you can drop into your application that does registration all inside the app. Later
once you’re more profitable, you may want to switch to another merchant provider that takes a lower cut.

Design a webpage that you’re proud of. This is Realmac Software’s homepage <http://realmacsoftware.com/>, and it was
obvious that it wasn’t designed by a programmer with no aesthetic sense like myself. Your Web presence is the most dauntingly
important image that you project out to absolutely everybody. People are going to be far less attracted to your software if your
webpage doesn’t inspire them.

This is the webpage for cineSync <http://cinesync.com/>: it’s not as pretty as the Realmac Software site, but we didn’t have the
luxury of having people on our team who were Web design geniuses who did it for a living. Nevertheless, it’s simple and
functional enough, and at least looks good.
Also note the cool logo, which doubled as the cineSync application icon. We did pay a good sum of money for the logo, but it
was well worth it. Your application icon is your application branding, and is even more important than your website.

Use a crash reporter of some sort, otherwise every single crash that happens out in the field (and there will be plenty of them)
will never get noticed. Apple’s own crash reporter is great, but unfortunately never sends the data to anyone besides Apple. I’m
bias since I worked on ILCrashReporter-NG <http://code.google.com/p/ilcrashreporter-ng>, but there are other open-source
ones out there that are equivalent. Pick one, any one, and use it.
When we put a crash reporter into RapidWeaver, we had dozens of crash reports coming back every week, and it was depressing.
It was, however, more depressing that this was already happening and we didn’t know about it: at least now we had the power to
fix it. Even if only 5% of crash reports give you useful information, you’ll slowly build up more stable software over time.

Use an automatic application updater of some sort. Sparkle <http://sparkle.andymatuschak.org/> is very popular and even
gathers anonymous statistics about your users, and Google has Update Engine <http://code.google.com/p/update-engine/> if
you don’t like Sparkle for some reason. Both are very simple to embed into your application.
You want an automatic application updater to reduce support load. If you make it easy for your customers to stay up-to-date
with the latest version of your software, you’ll get a lot less bug reports related to old versions that may have the bug fixed in the
latest version.

Cocoa has a rich error handling mechanism—NSError—that is often daunting at first. Error handling is a hard part of
programming, but if you don’t get it right, you’ll be paying for it with more support. Your customers will often be running your
software on slightly broken systems or in completely unexpected environments, and when they do, all those excruciating, rare
errors that could “never possibly happen” can and will happen. If you don’t present a friendly error message that contains a
helpful recovery suggestion, you’re just going to have to deal with it later in your support inbox. Multiply this by the number of
users you have, and that one hour you spent skipping out on dealing with errors correctly is going to seem like nothing at all
later.

And now, a topic that I think combines both the geekiest, most beautiful aspects of coding with the cold reality of business:
refactoring.

Refactoring is when you take “organised chaos” like this…

… and turn it into that beautiful unicorn.
While refactoring gives you some of the nicest warm’n’fuzzies you can get when coding, it’s also a hard business decision to
make, because, just like breaking up, it’s never a good time to refactor. There are always important bugs to fix and important
features to implement, and refactoring means that you’re definitely not doing the latter. It’s a trade-off: sacrifice time now so
that you will (hopefully) get a payoff in the future because you can add features and fix bugs faster in the future.
Here’s the main question: can you, as the lead coder, justify the refactoring to your product manager? Everybody has a tolerance
threshold for code where things become so convoluted that you simply can’t work productively. In the end, you, and not your
product manager, are the best person to make the decision to refactor or not. Just be honest with yourself and make sure you
can justify it, and don’t do it too often.

Given that refactoring is a costly operation in business terms, get it right the first time. Everybody, especially me, loves rewriting
stuff so it’s more elegant, but chances are pretty good that once your first pass of the code is checked in, it’s going to be in your
code repository for a long, long time, and no amount of FIXMEs or TODOs comments are going to make you fix things later
(because there’s more important stuff to do). Respect your forefathers of Dijkstra and Knuth: make it right on try #1, and make
it clean.

So, would you have rewritten Netscape?
Sure, Firefox is a ton better than Netscape ever was, and, with hindsight, rewriting it doesn’t seem like a bad idea. However,
three years is a stupendously long time to produce nothing. When you rewrite, your business is frozen in time. While your
competition is moving, you are standing still. From an engineering perspective, refactoring is almost always always better than
rewriting. Even if you’re not advancing your product, at least you have software that’s more-or-less functional throughout the
refactor, and you often end up with a better product. (What do you think leads to better code: 1000 patches of 5 lines each, or a
single patch of 5000 lines?)

OK to rewrite
Nevertheless, sometimes you can justify a rewrite, but if you do, you better have Iron Man on your team (or Jeff Lim, who’s the
guy on the right): you need someone who truly understands the entire system, and you better make sure that you can get the
rewrite done relatively fast. I’d recommend rewriting parts of your application rather than re-do the entire thing from scratch.
True story: cineSync Mac 1.0.1 was a complete re-write of 1.0. 1.0 had completely separate code bases for the Windows and Mac
versions, and we had intended to unify the two at some point. The Windows code was crufty enough that Jeff felt he could nail all
the features we wanted for 1.0.1 almost as fast by rewriting the whole thing, and planned to make the code cross-platform in the
process, so that the rewrite could be used as the basis for the Mac version. So, we worked for two weeks intensely, and sure
enough, at the end of it, we had a cross-platform code base, so cineSync 1.0.1 for the Mac was a completely different beast
internally even though it held the same look’n’feel. The business case here was that we needed a cross-platform code base in
the long run, but we realised it early enough that we could get the job done in two weeks before the code got more complex. If
we already had a sizable code base, the rewrite would have been far more risky, and refactoring was probably more appealing.

Consider the Business Impact
The key point in all this is to ask yourself “what’s the business impact of what I’m doing right now?” whenever you’re coding.
How much of a support burden is that shiny new feature going to be? Is this feature going to sell more copies? If so, do we
need that revenue right now, or can we push it back a little and ride on the finances we’ve got and perform bug fixes instead,
which will ensure a higher-quality product and lead to happier users?

Code Is Your
Domain

“… developers (and especially
development managers) tend to
be pushovers. I believe this to
be so to a large extent because
they don’t have a high enough
regard for the principles of their
craft. If you are a developer
working with an overbearing
“business” person, it’s your
responsibility to stand up for the
system and make the case for
the consequences of bad
decisions (past and present).”
— Patrick Logan
http://patricklogan.blogspot.com/2007/05/changes.html

The product manager is ultimately the person responsible for all decisions, but in the end, you are the one who has the best
judgement about the code. If you feel you need to do a refactor right now, do it. If you’ve been putting off including that crash
reporter or auto-updater in your application, you need to justify that and be aware that your support guys are going to take a hit.
If you really want to open-source that really cool part of your app, do it, but understand the trade-off: you might gain some fans
with the developer community, but your product’s standing still in the meantime. Understand that are you part of a larger team,
and that the world does not revolve around you, but that you are also an essential, irreplaceable part of the team. Patrick
Logan’s quote sums it up beautifully.

Thanks!
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